


test testststWelcome to GODSLAYER®!
These simplified quick-start rules provide a 

compact version of the core game rules, enabling 
you to start playing GODSLAYER right away!

The core rulebook is the complete collection 
of detailed explanations and further rules, with 
many examples and diagrams, not to mention 
many chapters of background material, history, 
model overviews and lots more!

From time to time it might occur that specific 
rules of a model may not be covered by the quick-
start rules. Those rules are beyond the scope of 
the quick-start rules, but can be found in detail in 
the core rulebook.

In the meantime until you get your hands on a 
copy of the rulebook, assume abilities, tactics, 
etc. that rely on an omitted rule are currently not 
available to that model.

A Game Overview
Two players face each other over a model 

battlefield, each of them controlling a warband.

The game is divided into six rounds during 
which players take alternating turns to activate 
their models and do such things as move, shoot, 
fight, and use tactics.

All actions are regulated by action tokens, 
whereby every model has a specific number of 
action tokens and each action they perform uses 
up a certain number of them.

Statistics represent the fighting skills, the armor, 
the determination, etc. of each model and are 
listed on profile cards. These statistics are used in 
conjunction with dice rolls to determine if actions 
such as fighting or shooting are successful.

Each type of model has a unique combination 
of abilities and tactics.

The winner of the game is determined by 
comparing the kill points each player earned 
during the game.

Game Requirements
To start playing GODSLAYER, you will need 

miniatures and their profile cards to play with, a 
tape measure showing inches, some 6-sided dice 
(D6), and a 48”x48” table or board to play on.

The game also uses 3-sided dice (D3), for which 
you can simply use a D6 and define as follows:

D6 Dice Roll D3 Result
1 or 2 1
3 or 4 2
5 or 6 3

Game Conventions
Anytime a result is a half number, always round 

up. 

Anytime an opponent asks about specific model 
information or statistics you should allow him to 
look at the profile cards of your miniatures.

Rules Conventions
Everything explained in a rule description 

should be played exactly as it is stated!

The rules found here constitute the Quick-Start 
Rules.

Each model has specific, additional Special 
Rules called: Tactics and Abilities (including 
Sub-Faction Abilities), Weapon and Shield 
Abilities, Items, and Special Talents.

These special rules extend or alter the quick-
start rules and always overrule them.

Special rules can never overrule other special 
rules except where it is clearly stated.

Models
The models a player uses for a game are referred 

to as a Warband.

Individual Models refer to any single model 
that is not fielded as part of a unit.

A Unit Model always refers to a model that is 
fielded as part of a unit.

When the term “Models“ is used, it refers to 
both individual models and unit models. 

Speaking of a unit always refers to all models 
within a specific unit.

Friendly Models are all models that belong to 
the same warband of one player.

Enemy Models are all models of the opposing 
player’s warband.

Profile Cards
The Profile Card of a model displays all its 

necessary statistics and rules and enables you to 
keep track of the model’s health.

Sometimes you need to mark certain things on 
the profile card of a model. For that you should 
use a non-permanent marker.

The following picture of the front of a Valkyrie’s 
profile card will show you where you can find the 
models primary statistics.
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The General Characteristics of a model are 
its Name, Type, Faction and Sub-Faction.

The Basic Statistics of a model are 
Movement (MOV), Melee (MEL), Missile 
(MIS), Magic (MAG), Defense (DEF), 
Armor (ARM), Leadership (LEAD), and 
Action Tokens (ACT).

The Abilities of a model are explained on 
the back of the profile card. 

A model’s Tactics have the following 
characteristics: Name, Tactic Type (TYPE), 
and Action Tokens (ACT).

Special Talents are represented by a box that 
shows their Name and usually a separate 
box that is related to the special talent 
and that has the following characteristics: 
Name, Talent Type (TYPE), Action Tokens 
(ACT).

A model’s weapons are described by a 
Name and their Weapon Statistics such 
as Weapon Type (TYPE), Action Tokens 
(ACT), Range (RNG), Power (POW), and 
sometimes Weapon Abilities.

Shields of models will be identified by a 
Name and show Shield Statistics such as 
Defense (DEF), Armor (ARM), and where 
applicable  Shield Abilities.

The DEF and ARM of a shield are already 
calculated into the basic statistics of the 
models equipped with them and are called 
Shield Bonus.

The Health Bar (or health bars for units) 
will show the models current life-points.

The next picture shows you the back of the 
Valkyrie’s profile card, explaining all secondary 
characteristics.

The Deployment Limit (DPL) and Point 
Costs (COSTS shown either as MODEL 
for an individual model or CORE for a unit 
core and TROOPER for each additional 
trooper of a unit) of a model/unit are its 
Composition Statistics.

The Sub-Faction Ability of a model is a 
specific ability that will not be used in the 
quick-start rules.

All of a model’s abilities, tactics, special 
talents, weapon and shield abilities will be 
explained in detail here.

Model Attributes
A physical attribute of each model is its Base 

Size which is defined as follows: 

Base Size
Small 30 mm

Medium 40 mm
Large 50 mm

Creating a Warband
The first step is to agree on a Battle Level, 

which indicates the maximum total points cost 
of models which may be used for each warband.

For your first games we suggest playing at a 
battle level of 160 points on each side.

To create a warband you need to choose 
models of the same faction and add together their 
COSTS, taking care not to exceed the point value 
of the battle level.

A model or unit may not be fielded in the same 
warband more often than the number shown in 
its DPL. 

Each warband must include one warlord that is 
the warband leader.
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A unit has a Unit Core indicated by the 
gray colored health bar boxes on the profile 
card of the unit. This is the minimum size 
of the unit.

The unit core may include a Leader (L), 
and/or a Musician (M), and/or normal 
Trooper models (numbered columns).

Some units allow additional Troopers to be 
added up to the maximum unit size (shown 
by the number of plain-colored health 
bars) by paying the COSTS indicated for 
each trooper.

Some models may take Items shown by a box 
named “Item” which is displayed instead or 
underneath of a model`s weapon/shield box.

Models able to choose items, may take a 
number of items which belong to their faction and 
from those listed on their profile card by paying 
the COSTS indicated with each item.

No item may be taken more than once by the 
same warband and a model which has not been 
equipped with a weapon may not make attacks. 

Models which cannot take items are already 
fully equipped and their equipment is listed on 
their profile card.

Unlike regular models who have their DEF 
and ARM shield statistics already calculated into 
their basic statistics, the DEF and ARM values of 
armor and shield items need to be added to the 
basic statistics of the model equipped with it.

Potions may be used at any time during a 
model’s Standard Activation without spending 
action tokens. 

General Terms
Anything on the battlefield which cannot be 

referred to as a model is named an Object.

All distances are expressed in inches and 
measurements between models are made from 
the closest edges of two bases.

It is not permitted to measure ranges before they 
are required to by the action being performed!

The so-called LEAD Range is equal to a 
model’s leadership value in inches and is needed 
to check certain rule requirements.

A Line is straight and considered to have no 
width.

Being In Range means that a model’s base is 
at least partly within the radius of the specified 
range.

Completely Within Range means that the entire 
model’s base is within the specified range. 

Units are in range when one model of it (in 
formation) is in range and are completely within 
range when every model of that unit is fully in the 
specified range.

Tests are rolled with 2D6, and must score equal 
to or less than the specific value for the test. 
Scoring over the specified value means the test 
has been failed.

Dice Rolls must result in a certain number or 
more to be successful, e.g. a 3, 4, 5, etc. or more. 
They will be referred to as a roll of the needed 
number followed by a “+”, e.g. 3+, 4+, 5+, etc.

A model initiating an effect or action is referred 
to as Origin Model.

A model/unit targeted by an effect or attack is 
referred to as Target Model/Unit.

Line of sight
A model has Line Of Sight (LOS) to another 

model or object as long as an unobstructed line 
can be drawn from any one point of the origin 
model’s base to anywhere on the target model’s 
base or to any part of the object.

LOS can be drawn at anytime but this must not 
allow the player to measure the distance.

For LOS purposes each base size has a specific 
Sight Value:

Base Size Sight Value
Small 1

Medium 2
Large 3

An unobstructed line of sight may always 
be drawn to models/objects with a higher sight 
value than any interposing models even if it is 
not possible to draw LOS to the base of the target 
model/object.

An origin model with a higher sight value than 
interposing models may draw an unobstructed 
line of sight to a target model/object.
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Model A is able to draw a direct LOS from a 
point of its base to a part of model B’s and C’s 
base. It is not able to draw a direct LOS to any 
part of model D’s or E’s base since the line to 
model D is obstructed by model B and C and the 
line to model E is obstructed by an object. It may 
still draw LOS to those models though because 
model D and E have a higher sight value than the 
interposing models/object and so the interposing 
models/object can be ignored. Be aware that 
model D and E would also be able to draw line of 
sight to model A because the interposing models/
object have a lower sight value than them!

Model A is able to draw a direct LOS from a 
point of its base to any part of model B’s base. 
Model A is not able to draw LOS to model C’s 
base because model B is completely obstructing 
it and model B has an equal sight value as model 
C. Model A is also not able to draw LOS to model 
D’s and E’s bases because model D is completely 
obstructed by model B and the object, while 
model E is completely obstructed by the object. 
Since model D and E have an equal or smaller 
sight value than model B and the object, it is not 
possible for model A to draw an unobstructed line 
and thus model A has no  LOS to them.

Starting a game
Establish a 48” x 48” battlefield (board or table) 

and let one player add pieces of terrain to it.

The other player chooses the table side on which 
he will set up his models. Place the opponent’s 
models on the opposite side.

The game is divided into six rounds with a 
certain number of player turns per round.

At the start of each round make a Priority Roll: 
each player rolls 2D6, adding +1 to the result for 
the warlord with the higher LEAD. The player 
with the higher total becomes the Starting Player. 
If both players score the same result, the player of 
the warlord with the higher LEAD becomes the 
starting player.

The starting player places all his models 
completely within 8 inches of his table side 
(Deployment Zone). 

After that the opposing player places all 
his models completely within 8 inches of his 
deployment zone.

After the setup the game starts and is played for 
6 rounds, each round procedes in the same order: 

1. Generate action tokens
2. Determine starting player 
3. Activate models in turnaround sequence

When both players have activated all of their 
models/units once, the round ends and you start a 
new round (repeating steps 1-3 again).

Action Tokens
Action Tokens (ACT) are stored in a model’s/

unit’s Action Token Pool and spent for 
performing actions.

You can either use a D6 to represent each 
model’s/unit’s current action token pool or any 
markers that you find suitable.

At the start of each round, each model/unit 
empties its action token pool and generates a 
new amount of action tokens listed on its ACT 
statistic.
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Activating models
Rounds are divided into Turns. In each turn, 

one player may activate some of his models. 
When complete, it is the next player’s turn.

Each round, all models/units must be activated 
once; this is referred to as a model’s Standard 
Activation.

To activate a model/unit, nominate it and 
perform the desired actions (such as moving, 
shooting, attacking etc).

A player may end the standard activation of a 
model/unit at any time or when all ACTs are used 
up and is not allowed to activate a model more 
than once per round.

In each turn a player has a specific Activation 
Limit. This means that a player may only choose 
one of the following four options and may 
activate only the allowed types of his warband’s 
models during that turn:

Activation Limit per Turn
1

Individual 
Model

1
Unit

2
Individual 

Models

1
Individual 

Model
and 1 Unit

The player may activate the models in any 
order but not concurrently and after the player 
has activated his chosen models, his turn ends.

The player with the first turn in a round may 
only activate one model/unit instead of the usual 
activation limit.

Activation Limit in a Round’s First Turn
1 Individual Model 1 Unit

After the starting player has finished his single 
activation in his first turn, each player may 
activate their models/units as normal.

Every model inside a unit is activated at the 
same time and must perform the same action.

In a situation where one player has already 
activated all his models/units and the other player 
still has remaining models/units to be activated, 
then this player activates the remaining models/
units one by one.

Movement
For each ACT spent on a movement action, 

the model may move once up to its MOV value 
in inches, in any direction, but may never cross 
bases of other models.

A model may cross objects with a lower sight 
value than its own but may not end its movement 

on an object, meaning that the model must be able 
to move its base completely off of the object.

Unit models are moved one after another, 
all using the same amount of declared ACTs. 
Unit models are not required to move the same 
distance, but no model may move more than the 
movement distance that was paid for in ACTs.

Model A (Position A) performs a movement action. 
It spends 1 ACT to move once up to its MOV value 
in inches which would be 3 inches (Position B). 
Then it decides to perform a second movement 
action by spending another 2 ACT to move up to 
twice its MOV value in inches which would be 6 
inches. First it moves 2 inches (Position C) and 
then another 2.5 inches (Position D). It ends its 
movement here even though it could still move 
another 1.5 inches because it only used up 4.5 of 
it´s 6 inches movement.

At the end of their movement, all unit models 
must be in a so called Unit Formation which 
means that they each have to be within 2 inches 
of another model of that unit.

All models of that unit are in unit formation 
because no model is further away than 2 inches 
from another model of its unit.
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If some models of a unit are not in unit formation 
at the start of the unit´s standard activation, the 
unit may not perform a charge action.

The unit will not be able to perform or receive 
any tactics for as long as it is out of formation but 
may restore its unit formation at any time during 
its standard activation.

To restore unit formation, the unit must perform 
a movement action and spend an amount of ACTs 
that are necessary to move all unit models within 
formation of each other. 

In this diagram model C is more than 2 inches 
away from model B and F and is therefore not in 
unit formation with the rest of the unit models. 
Model A and model B are in formation with each 
other but not to any other model of their unit and 
are therefore also out of unit formation. Models 
D, E, and F are all in formation with each other 
but are not in unit formation with model A, B, 
or C and are also out of formation. In order to 
restore the formation it is necessary to move all 
models within 2 inches of at least one other unit 
model.

Note that unit models out of formation will still 
use up the unit’s action-token pool and all models 
of the unit must perform the same actions, even 
those out of formation.

Generally a model/unit may only spend a 
maximum of 4 ACTs for movement during one 
round.

Models designated Light Infantry or Light 
Cavalry may spend a maximum of 5 ACTs for 
movement during one round.

Models designated Heavy Infantry or Heavy 
Cavalry may only spend 3 ACTs on movement 
per round.

Model Category Max ACTs for MOV
Heavy Infantry/Cavalry 3

Infantry/Cavalry 4
Light Infantry/Cavalry 5

Engaging Models
To fight another model in melee you need to 

Engage it by moving at least as close to the target 
model as the given RNG of your model’s MEL 
weapon (Melee Range).

A model which is within the melee range of 
an enemy model is Engaged by that model.

Model A has a MEL weapon with a RNG of 1 
inch. Model B and model D are within its melee 
range and are therefore engaged by model A. 
Model C is out of its melee range and is therefore 
unengaged. Model A would now also be within 
the melee range of model B and D since both 
models also have a melee range of 1 inch. In that 
case model A would also be engaged by model 
B and D.

Sometimes models have a higher melee range 
than other models. In those cases the model with 
the higher melee range might engage an enemy 
model even though the enemy model does not 
engage the model with the higher melee range.

Besides engaging by simply moving your 
model close enough to an enemy, there is the 
possibility to engage it with a Charge Action.

If a model/unit has not yet performed any 
other actions during the round and is not already 
engaged, it may also declare a Charge against a 
designated model (Target Model) in LOS.

When declaring a charge, choose a valid melee 
attack option of the model charging (listed on the 
model’s MEL weapon statistics) and move each 
charging model 2xMOV + 2 inches towards the 
charged model in a straight line.

The model/unit does not spend any ACTs for 
the Charge Movement (which is free) and instead 
spends ACTs for the attack the model declares for 
the charge (Charge Attack).
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Model A is performing a charge action against 
model B (target model). Model A chooses a valid 
MEL attack from its MEL weapon statistics and 
pays the ACTs for this attack. After that it may 
move up to 2xMOV + 2 inches in a straight line 
without spending ACTs for it. The model moves 
its full 8 inches (charge movement A) towards 
model B, engaging it once it has finished its 
charge movement (position A), so the charge 
is successful. The model could also choose a 
different direction and move 7 inches (charge 
movement B) until it is engaging model B 
(position B). In this case model A also engages 
model D and may attack it with another melee 
attack action, but only  after it performed its 
charge attack against model B. 

If a charging model cannot get into melee range 
of the designated charged model, the charge is 
failed and the model’s activation immediately 
ends.

Model A declares a charge against model B but 
after moving 8 inches (Charge Movement A), 
model B is not within its melee range and thus 
the charge fails and model A immediately ends its 
standard activation. Instead model A could also 
declare a charge against model D (which is in 
LOS because model D has a higher sight value 
than the interposing object). If so, model A would 
need to stop moving (Charge Movement B) as 
soon as it touches the object because it may not 
cross objects with an equal or higher sight value 
than its own. When model A’s charge movement 
ends, it does not have model D within its melee 
range and thus the charge of model A fails.

A charging model gains a Charge Bonus of +1 
MEL and +1 POW for all its attacks this turn.

When a unit charges, each unit member must 
charge an individual target and is moved one after 
another.

As long as one unit member ends up with a 
charged model within its MEL weapon’s RNG, 
the unit’s charge is successful.

Abilities, Tactics & Special Talents

The Abilities and Weapon Abilities of a model 
count as special rules which are constantly active.

Most models/units also have Tactics categorized 
as Self, Model, Unit, or Enemy tactics. 

Those tactics may also affect other models/units 
than the model/unit originating it: 

Tactic Type Affected Model/Unit
Self Origin Model/Unit

Model Origin/Target Model
Unit Origin/Target Model/Unit

Enemy Enemy Model/Unit

Each model/unit may perform only one tactic 
per round, except for warlords which may 
perform any number of tactics per turn as long as 
they have ACTs to do so.

Each tactic, no matter to which tactic category 
it belongs to, is performed by the origin model 
spending its specified ACT costs.

A model may apply one of its model or unit 
tactics (not a self tactic!) to another model/unit 
in LOS by spending the ACTs of the tactic and 
afterwards checking if the target model/unit is 
within its LEAD range. 

To apply an enemy tactic, the origin model/unit 
must have the target enemy model/unit in LOS 
and within its LEAD range. First the origin model 
spends the listed ACT for that tactic. and then 
checks if the target model/unit is within its LEAD 
range. After this a roll is made to determine if the 
tactic was successful:

The origin and target model/unit each roll 
1D6 and add their LEAD. If the origin model 
scores equal or higher than the target model, the 
test is successful and the enemy tactic is applied.

As a limitation, no model may have more than 
one self tactic, one friendly tactic (model/unit 
tactic) and one enemy tactic active on it at the 
same time.

Special talents work in the same way as tactics 
except that they have no category such as self, 
model, unit or enemy. The models that can be 
affected by a special talent are defined in the 
explanation of the special talent. 
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Melee
During its turn, a model with a melee weapon 

(Attacker) that is engaging an enemy model 
(Defender) may make a Melee Attack against the 
enemy model, either after engaging or charging 
or when already engaged with it:
1. Declare which model in the attacking model’s 

MEL weapon’s RNG it is attacking.

2. Choose a valid attack option for the attacker 
(listed on its MEL weapon statistics) and 
spend the specified ACTs for the attack (when 
charging those ACTs have already been spent 
when the charge was declared).

3. When charging, add a Charge Bonus of +1 
MEL and +1 POW  to all the attackers melee 
attack and damage rolls in this turn. When 
not charging, choose a Fighting Style for 
the attacking model, adding either +1 MEL 
(Offensive) or +1 POW (Powerful) to its 
statistics for all attacks made until the end of 
the turn.

4. Make a Melee Attack Roll with 2D6 + MEL.

5. Compare the result against the defenders 
DEF. If the result is equal or higher, the 
attack succeeded and the defender suffers 
Damage.

When unit models attack, they are activated as 
a whole unit, using the same attack and fighting 
style for every unit model.

Each model in a unit may attack any enemy 
model in its MEL range.

If the defender has action tokens left, he may 
declare a Counter Attack as soon as an attack 
is declared against him. If so, the defender may 
also perform a melee attack against the attacker 
and the consequences of both attacks are handled 
simultaneously. A model performing a counter 
attack may not choose a fighting style.

If an engaged model leaves the melee range of 
the model engaging it, the engaging model may 
attack it with a Free Strike, gaining a free attack 
of its choice (no need to spend ACTs) and adding 
+2 to its melee attack roll and +2 to its damage 
roll. When performing a free strike a model may 
not choose a fighting style.

Missile Combat
An unengaged model (Attacker) that has a 

missile weapon can make a Missile Attack at any 
unengaged enemy model in LOS and within MIS 
range (RNG) as normal.

Additionally, models may make MIS attacks on 
enemies that are outside the weapon’s MIS RNG 
but are still within double its MIS RNG (Long 
Range), suffering -1 MIS & POW when doing so.

A missile attack is performed as follows:

1. Activate the attacking model and declare a 
model in LOS it is attacking (targeting).

2. Choose a valid missile attack option for the 
attacker (listed on its MIS weapon statistics) 
and spend the specified ACTs for the attack.

3. Check if the targeted model is within RNG of 
the attackers MIS attack. If not within normal 
range, but still within long range, the attacker 
suffers -1 MIS for this attack. If not even 
within long range, the attack automatically 
misses and ends.

4. Make a Missile Attack Roll with 2D6 + MIS.

5. Compare the result against the defenders 
DEF. If the result is equal or higher, the 
attack succeeded and the defender suffers 
Damage.

Model A could perform a missile action against 
model B, D and E because they are all in LOS. 
It cannot draw LOS to model C because it is 
completely obstructed by model B. A missile 
attack against model B would be performed 
normally since the model is within the given RNG 
of the weapon (12 inches). Model E is out of that 
range but still within long range (24 inches) 
and so it can be attacked with -1 MIS and -1 
POW. Model D is completely out of range so a 
missile attack declared against that model would 
automatically fail.

Dealing Damage
Each time a model has been successfully 

attacked (Hit) with a melee or missile attack, it 
suffers damage equal to 2D6 plus the POW of 
the attacker’s weapon (adding +1 POW when the 
attacker used the powerful fighting style or has 
charged).

Deduct the ARM value of the model being 
attacked. The result is the amount of life points 
the model loses, and players will need to mark 
off the damage on the health bar of the model’s/
unit’s profile card.
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Individual models have one health bar which is 
marked off from left to right and top to bottom. 

Units have several health bars, each one 
representing one model of the unit. Mark those 
from top to bottom.

When all boxes of a model are marked, the 
model is dead and removed from play for the rest 
of the game.

Some models have blank and orange life-point 
boxes. As the health bar boxes of a model with 
two color zones are marked off, the model may 
at some point enter the orange colored zone 
and then counts as Seriously Wounded. When a 
model is seriously wounded, it suffers -1 to all its 
basic statistics for as long as it remains seriously 
wounded.

Direct Damage ignores armor and any damage 
reducing effects and is subtracted from the life-
points directly.

Special Rules
Areas of Effect
Some effects work in an Area of Effect (AOE) 

and affect all models fully or partially underneath 
the AOE.

The diameter of the AOE is indicated with a 
number of inches.

Auras
Some abilities and tactics are referred to as 

Auras and are marked as such next to the specific 
ability or tactic.

Auras affect every model fully or partially 
within the given RNG of the aura, except the 
model originating the aura.

Continuous Effects
Models that are affected by a Continuous Effect 

immediately suffer from its effect and must test 
against it at the start of their next activation by 
rolling a 5+ on one D6.

If they fail they suffer the effects for another 
round and may test again at the start of their next 
activation in the following round.

A model/unit may spend ACTs to reduce the 
difficulty of the roll by 1 point per ACT spent.

Protection Rolls
Protection Rolls are identified as such next to 

the name of the effect or item. 

A model with a protection roll may roll a D6 
every time it suffers damage. If the result is equal 
to or higher than a given value in the protection 
roll’s explanation, then the model does not suffer 
any damage at all.

Knocked-Down Models
While Knocked Down, a model cannot perform 

any actions, suffers -2 DEF, may not benefit from 
tactics, and has its sight value reduced to 0.

It must spend 1 ACT at the start of its next 
activation to stand up again and end the knock-
down effect, allowing it to perform normally 
again. Units with knocked down models also 
spend 1 ACT to stand them up, no matter how 
many models are to be stood up.

Terrain
Before a game all players should agree on the 

types of terrain represented on the battlefield: 

Any terrain which is easily accessible and 
allows fast passage for a model is specified as 
Open Terrain and models may move over open 
terrain using their normal movement value. 

A model entering Difficult Terrain (forests, 
streams, rivers, lose rocks, etc.) moves at half 
speed and uses half of its total charge movement 
when charging.

Some terrain simply cannot be negotiated 
safely. Such areas are named Impassable Terrain 
(quick-sand, deep rivers, lakes, lava, etc.) and 
models are not allowed to cross or end their 
movement within them.

Forests only allow a 1 inch line of sight to be 
drawn through it.

Hills, rocks and other terrain might block LOS 
to a model completely

Victory Conditions
After finishing a battle each player calculates 

the Kill Points he earned by adding the COSTS 
of each destroyed enemy model together.

A unit reduced to half their original unit strength 
or below it gives the full COSTS of the unit core.

A unit that has been destroyed completely will 
give the full COSTS of the core unit plus the costs 
for each additional trooper in it.

 
If the difference of kill points of the players is 

at least 25% of the points value played (40 points 
difference in a 160 points game), then the player 
with more kill points has won the game!

We hope that you enjoyed reading the 
GODSLAYER quick-start rules and are now 
eager to get your warband into battle! There is 
much more to discover once you have mastered 
the quick-start rules and gotten your hands on the 
GODSLAYER -  Rise of Legends rulebook!

- Your Megalith Games Team
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The Banebrood

The Halodynes

The Mortans

The Nordgaard

The Troglodytes

The Wyldfolk of Annyr

The Nations of Calydorn

Far to the north, where lands are draped in snow, there stands between the glacial 
heights the adamant kingdom of Nordgaard. This nation is an alloy populated by 
Dwarves and the mortal Skannfyrd tribes. Upon the barren tundra and in forests of 
pine; atop snowy peaks and in grim mountain halls; Nordgaard is a land where echoes 
of the Old Gods may still be heard. In frontier trade-posts and damp whaling villages, 
aboard Seawolf longships and in cities of Dwarven stone the Vættir pantheon is 
preeminent. The nation stands at the gates of an arctic hell and is the bulwark upon 
which the demon hordes of Frostmark smash themselves annually.

Banebrood are the twisted, slavering horror lurking just beyond sight; the putrid, 
corrupt carriers of plagues; the armies of uncompromising brutality which crash upon 
the walls of civilization. Their grotesque forms are diverse, ranging from hideously 
mutated mortals to man-beast obscenities. All are deranged, vicious creatures hell-
bent on hacking down the rotten tree that is civilized society. What unites these 
barbarous breeds as a species is an innate subconscious link to the cosmic force of 
feral fury known as the Urghast. No race on Calydorn has inflicted as much mayhem 
as the Banebrood, and no race has been spared their rage.

Mighty, magnificent, and sophisticated, the Halodyne culture has been the most 
influential in recorded history; carried across four continents by the navies of triremes 
and the armies of bronze-clad hoplites. Their Pantheistic worship is so intrinsic to the 
culture that Halodyne society could be likened to the weave of cloth; for through the 
political might of the secular city-states is woven the religious power of the twelve 
temple-cults. The Halodynes believe themselves a superior, noble race chosen by the 
gods to lead mankind. Over the centuries, this immense pride has fermented to hubris.  

The Mortan Empire is the mightiest nation on Ghorn; magnificent and morbid, 
enlightened and superstitious. Guarded by the praetorian legions, the 13 Lichelord 
Emperors seek to liberate humanity, but the empire’s sinister use of assassination, 
alchemical weapons, necromancy and military might undermines its image as 
compassionate liberator. The empire is a multi-faceted, sprawling edifice of amoral 
decadence, defying black-and-white classifications. Vast, arched forums, aqueducts, 
coliseums and mausoleums are constructed in lands conquered by the crimson-clad 
legions to imprint the stamp of Mortan culture.

Shadow is the 5th element, the great balancer, guardian of the cosmic scales, and its 
unforgiving forces, dedicated to exterminating mankind, are the Troglodytes. The 
brutal and disciplined armies of hulking Trolloth form feudal societies, building vast 
fortresses and marching to war in thick armor of iron, while diminutive Gnolls swarm 
out of labyrinthine warrens excelling in sneaky tactics.  Imperious and magical, the 
Shadow Trolls use their ethereal forms to move as fleeting shadows and penetrate 
all defenses. Savage and frenzied, the Feral Trolls are primal beasts lurking in the 
wilderness.

Beyond the borders of civilizations, among the forests, fens, swamps and highlands 
dwells the mortal race known as the Wyldfolk, a people marked by their kinship 
with nature. Dressed in colorful clan tartans, they march to stirring bagpipes, while 
preceding their armies like a stalking shadow are countless camouflaged scouts, 
rangers and hunters, as invisible as the wind. Fully a quarter of the Wyldfolk turned 
their backs even on the druids and the gods altogether, embracing instead worship 
of nature and the anima of The Goddess Dhannya, in an epic bid to resurrect the 
shattered god-soul of the mother of the cosmos.
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GODSLAYER® - Rise of Legends
The core rules in the Godslayer® - Rise of Legends rulebook describe 
all of the quick-start rules in more detail, adding more depth and 
options to them and explaining with many examples and diagrams. All 
unusual situations are covered so that you have a reference to go to 
in any situation. The Godslayer® - Rise of Legends core rules are the 
definitive, standard rules of the game. 

The following will provide you with a short summary of some of the 
rules that you are missing in the quick-start rules:
 
- The core rules expand the game by including rules for psychology 
that determine if some models flee in panic or stand bravely against 
fear or horror causing enemies, and against all odds.

- The Melee section includes rules for special situations and melee 
improvements such as slay movement which lets your individual models 
become true killers, or the rules for strike ranks that regulates melee 
between faster and slower models.

- Detailed missile rules will introduce screening and cover bonuses as 
well as specifying special situations like shooting at engaged models.

- The rulebook also covers a complete chapter regarding magic and the 
corresponding usage of spells and spellcasters.

- Special rules for all model types are provided, such as warlords (who 
are able to assign action tokens to their comrades), unit leaders and 
musicians (that provide special benefits for their unit members) and 
creatures that will terrorize your enemies!

- Besides that you will be introduced to new model types such as deadly 
war-machines and supporting attachments.

We hope that you liked playing with the quick-start rules of Godslayer® 
and we suggest that you get your own copy of the Godslayer® - Rise of 
Legends rulebook in order to enjoy the full excitement of the game!
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